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About This Game

SUPER FLAIL is a fast-paced arcade score attack game of flail-swinging rampage. Swing your flail to destroy everything until
you die. Compare your score with other players and get on the top of the leaderboards.

Features

Normal difficulty mode for easy-going players

Insane difficulty mode for more intense players

5 unique special powers for your flail

Over 20 achievements

Global leaderboards to compete with players around the world

Full controller support!
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Publisher:
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TXM Patchnotes V 1.36:
Fixed:
- Ending turn, while replay is off and other players deciding if they want to leech power, now working
- Changed bonus order of favor tile (2 fire), so you can advance to level 10 on Cult track
- You now loose any extra free shovels, if you do not terraform your own terrain
- Darklings: Get awarded VPs when terraforming with free shovels supplemented by Priests
- Riverwalkers: Ship Range Bonus Scroll working
  Now get VPs for placing Dwellings
- Swarmlings/Witches: Stronghold ability no longer gives VPs when blocked
- Swarmlings: Stronghold ability now working regardless of clicking speed
- Engineers: Now receive full VPs when building bridges in a circle
- Mermaids: Syphoning Power now does not break games
- Cultists: Removed ability to do wrong actions in reaction turn
- Cult Income now displayed in player panel
- Increased Button size to allow easier navigation on small screens. Terra Mystica 1.28:
- fixed another instance of the double syphon bug
- fixed AI bug related to the giants. Version 1.52: Fire & Ice released:
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We are happy to announce, that the Beta is over and all of you brave Steam-settlers now can play the Fire & Ice addon against
players on all platforms (including the mobile ones).

Adding 6 more exciting new races to the realm of Terra Mystica and two totally new terrains!

The competition gets even tougher as mysterious Yetis, cold hearted Ice Maidens, travelling Riverwalkers, adaptable
Shapeshifters, devoted Acolytes and powerful Dragonlords shape the lands to their will. These all new factions bring deep
tactical options and new strategies to the digital table. Vulcanos and Ice will also let you reshape the face of the world!

Spread the word, invite your friends and let us know, what you think!. Terra Mystica Version 40:
- Fixed vulcan factions crashing online games when having to pick a color
- Acolytes can now split cult gains acquired through bonus spades at the end of a round (only for newly created games)
- Riverwalkers now correctly start with only 1 Priest
- Riverwalkers can now get a new terrain type from a conversion
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- Undoing when placing a house as a Riverwalker now works
- Fixed buildable Fields sometimes not showing up for Riverwalkers
- Fixed Settlement scoring
- Fixed a display error on the Yeti board
- Fixed bug with Giants not getting points for digging with Workers
- Fixed a bug where you would sometimes pay full price for a Tradehouse connected to another player through a Bridge
- Merged cult gains into one action to prevent problems when reaching multiple top position of the Cult track
- Fixed pressing undo during animations could lead to illegal states in local games. Terra Mystica V 1.42:
- fixed Vulcan color picking phase in online games
- fixed Chaos Magician making favor tiles more valuable to other players over time
- Cultists no longer get 1 Power when all neighbors have all their Power in bowl 3
- changed the income order of Riverwalkers to ensure they can always use their ability
- fixed Mermaids loosing their Town tile, if they used their Special action at the end of their turn and looked at the map before
picking a tile
- fixed unable to undo reaction turns in online games
- fixed keyboard shortcuts for steam version
- fixed an UI bug where Acolytes could try to pay 3 Cult instead of 4, generating an error. Patch 1.31:
- fixed Cultists being asked to gain power for own buildings. Patch notes 1.24:
- smaller bug fixes
- special ability fixes (Tunneling, Carpet flight)

This is update is a forced one, if you want to play online games. We had to change some server side logic and hopefully the end
of turn issue is now gone.. Patchnotes Version 1.32:
Terra Mystica 1.32
- Fixed many logic and display bugs related to the Fire&Ice beta
- Players can now take the priest power action even if they have no more priests left
- Fixed a bug where using the double spade in combination with tunneling or carpet flight would give double victory point
rewards
- Fixed leeching errors occuring when the leeching player has 0 victory points
- Changed the way player can drag friends for custom games to make the list easier to navigate
- The rank changes are now shown when a game is opened after it has already ended.
- The income preview is now set to 0 during the last round. 1.17 Patchnotes:
- Giants terraform bug fixed

We had a problem with the new update. Should work now. Thank you for your support!
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